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in stages,1 the larger pebbles crushing the larger particlesjof ore, leaving the smaller pebbles to finish the pulverising to the mesh for which the mill is designed. Also, as it is reduced, the line material should be removed, leavin^ the space available for larger particles to come under the influence of the pebbles.
The Hardinge conical mill2 was designed to avoid these possible defects in the tube mill, and is said to be adjustable for producing an all-slime product with a minimum of coarse grains, or, on the other hand, for gr arm latino-without the formation of an excess of slime. In practice it has l-.ccn found to be better suited to the latter purpose than to the former one.
The conical mill consists essentially of two hollow cones (see Fig. 132) the rims of whose bases are attached by a short cylindrical section, and whose apices are formed into hollow trunnions providing for the support of the mill and for the feed and discharge of the ore. The shell is made of heavy steel plate, the joints, both longitudinal and circumferential, bein<r
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butted, strapped and rivefted. Tin* diameter <>[ the rvlindrinil portion is usually from 4 A to H fceU and its corresponding leant h from l.'l to 30 inclnss. These are the usual dinu*nsions by which tin* inillM an* designated. For producing a maximum of slimes the cylindrical portion is made of much greater length, up to 72 inches, A shell of <!.l feet \\\ inches carries a ,silex lining 2A inch.es thick and a charge of pebbles of I.fjOO Ihs. The cupacitv is 2-J to 3G tons per ^-1 hours, A mil} S feet in diameter* and having u cylindrical portion 30 inches long, occupies a .space of II feel I'i feet. The weights of the mill, lining and pebbles are ll,r>no Iks.. 7,5oo Iks., and I2,OOO lb«. respectively, and JJ5 to -15 horse- power is m»rt»ssarv for driving purposes.
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